Fabric Gift Box
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for snap
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Piece A cut out:
1 outer fabric
1 inner fabric
1 lightweight
buckram
2 fusible webbing

z

Piece B cut out:
2 outer fabric
2 inner fabric
2 fusible webbing

B

(Sides)

If you’ve never used
fusible webbing refer
to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Hand stitch this edge
(or tape on the bottom edge if
following the cross pattern)

x

z

How To:
Iron fusible webbing to the wrong side of your outer fabric.
Then iron fusible webbing to the wrong side of the inner
fabric of piece A.
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Hand stitch this edge

Hand stitch this edge

z
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Remove the paper from the webbing and iron the outer
fabric piece to the buckram. On the opposite side of the
buckram remove the paper and iron on the inner fabric piece.
Next using fusible webbing, iron together a piece of outer
fabric to one side of inner fabric of B, wrong sides facing,
then repeat to make a set of two.
Using the dotted lines ( ....... ) of the pattern A as a guide, fold
the fabric and make a sharp crease.
Then stitch the sides (B pattern) to piece A with wrong sides
facing (the seams will be on the outside). Match the letters
up as a guide. The bottom of each side panel is easiest to
hand stitch, the corners of the box bottom are awkward to
stitch on a machine.
Lastly hand stitch on a snap to close.
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Placement
for snap
(stitch on outside)
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Alternatively, cut the box out
in a one-piece cross shape by
taping pattern part B to A at
the red lines. Fold at the red
lines and follow all instructions for assembling for piece
A. This will make
stiffer box sides
but eliminate
the need to
hand stitch the
base. (I like to
cut sides
separately to
save fabric.)
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